Application of the van't Hoff dependences in the characterization of molecularly imprinted polymers for some phenolic acids.
Thermodynamic analysis was used to quantify the contribution of entropic and enthalpic terms of the binding processes of selected phenolic acids (PAs), quercetin and diperodon on series of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs). All polymers were prepared using acrylamide as functional monomer and acetonitrile as a porogen. The following PAs were used as templates - gallic (GA), gentisic (GeA), syringic (SyrA), protocatechuic (PCA), 4-hydroxybenzoic (pHBA) and vanillic (VA). The assessment was based on quantification by HPLC measurement of the analytes tested at temperature range from 20°C to 60°C in two mobile phases - methanol and porogen. There were determined van't Hoff curves - dependences between logarithms of the retention factors (lnk) and the inverse value of the temperature (1/T). All plots fall along straight lines, what suggests that there were no changes in the sorption mechanisms over the studied temperature range. Determined thermodynamic characteristics helped to specify the nature of molecular recognition on the PAs-MIPs. We found that preferred eluent for analytes sorption on the PAs-MIPs and the NIP was porogen. When methanol as the mobile phase was used there was not documented sorption of the investigated compounds on the NIP. Calculated imprinting factors (IFs) in porogen were highest in the dominant advantage of template molecules used, what confirmed a good molecular imprinting effect. The IF values for PAs studied were as follows: GA=21.98±2.62, PCA=6.07±0.13, pHBA=3.58±0.25, SyrA=2.80±0.17, GeA=2.37±0.34 and VA=2.07±0.10. The results of thermodynamic studies demonstrated that enthalpic term was the dominating driving force for the predominant part of investigated analytes. The exceptions were: SyrA on the NIP and on the GA-MIP, diperodon on the PCA-MIP in acetonitrile and quercetin on the GA-MIP in methanol where a favourable driving force was to be found an entropic term. The PAs-MIPs and NIP were also characterized by attenuated total reflectance analysis Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).